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12 August 2022 

Dear Colleagues 

Thank you for the time spent reading this highly important communication regarding 

vulnerabilities for our patients and ourselves. If this is hand-delivered, a very 

similar letter is available on our website (1) with all the links. We expect you are sick 

of conflicting data so we have left the science and our arguments to section 2 of 

this letter. We suggest reading this without distraction but with curiosity and an open 

mind. 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We are writing to you as medical colleagues as we are in an important time in 

history and we each need to make a decision, for we will all be held accountable.  

While we inevitably had different reasons for going into medicine, from a fascination 

with the science to helping those in need, we understood that practicing medicine 

came with kudos, responsibility and a certain standing in society. Doctors were seen 

as honest and ethical, holding their duty to their patients above their duty to any 

person or organisation except perhaps, but not always, their families.  However, 

something has changed. 

Although labelled as anti-vaxxers, vilified, derided, dragged through ongoing 

regulatory procedures, and cast into the wilderness, all we have been advocating 

for, for our patients and ourselves, are the fundamental ethical principles of medical 

practice - fully informed consent and freedom to choose whether or not to undergo 

a medical procedure.   

The public is increasingly saying that they do not trust their doctors, they don’t want 

to see you and they definitely don’t want to go anywhere near a hospital.  The 

profession is in crisis and our ‘health’ system appears to be entering a death spiral. 

We are fearful that if enough doctors do not put their patients first and stand up for 

ethical medicine, the profession will soon be reviled and despised rather than 

venerated.  When medication is pushed on patients and doctors are seen to be 

being paid for this, they lose respect.  This is where we are now – a profession on the 

brink of collapse. 

Do not look away - ignoring this information will leave YOU PERSONALLY LIABLE. In 

law, you become an accessory to someone else's crime.  Even if by some twist of 

fate you are legally exonerated, you still have to live with yourself, your family, and 

your own ethics. You can choose ignorance or -  worse - temporary status and 
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money over doing what is right, but you will always have to live with your 

conscience.   

The adage "those who do not learn from history are bound to repeat it" holds true, as 

does "all that is needed for evil to flourish is for good men to stand aside and do 

nothing". 

In short, medicine has been taken over by a destructive state. Many more children 

and young people are dying following their injections, which have not delivered on 

their promise than have died from the pandemic virus.  As the truth emerges this 

chapter in medical history will end in recrimination, loss of trust and litigation against 

us if we don't act. 

Have we not learned any medical law, about the absolutes in the Nuremberg Code 

and the Geneva Convention (which applies in peacetime too, both to civilians and 

enemy prisoners), our NZ Bill of Rights and HDC code, etc? Just because all our 

institutions are ignoring these rights now does NOT protect us from future prosecution.  

Our PM's appeal for kindness rapidly evaporated, to be replaced with denial, 

distortion, coldness and cruelty.  Informed consent has been replaced with the 

mantra of safe and effective. The medical profession was expected, in fact, forced 

to get in behind the Single Source of Truth.   

Our captured Medical Council willingly stepped up to be a politicised hit man, now 

revealed to be run by a shadowy U.S. private group called the Federation of State 

Medical Boards (FSMB). The FSMB has broken cover and is openly advising the 

world’s medical authorities on how to suppress dissenting doctors. Is this OK, on our 

watch? MCNZ has stated it does not need science to back its position or to 

refute contradicting evidence, and our human rights to free speech are not its 

concern, although courts here and in the UK have disagreed. It never elevated our 

questions above those of "crazy antivaxers spoiling for a fight". We authors have 

vaccinated our entire careers! 

Does our Council represent the best interests of us and our patients, or has it 

overseen a stake driven through the heart of ethical medicine: the doctor-patient 

relationship, unique and precious? Can the State really match the duty of care that 

generations of doctors have recognised? Free speech has been censored, bodily 

autonomy denied and violated. Oppression rather than freedom to advise became 

the name of the game, and our profession has mostly remained muzzled 

throughout, a victim of the biggest sticks and carrots we have ever seen. 

Now there is an epidemic of - well, everything. We've all worked together through 

multiple viral seasons, but this one takes the biscuit. What has changed?  Where is 

your line?  What are your ethical values?  At what point would you say that this 
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government has gone too far and has embedded itself too deeply into the 

sacrosanct doctor-patient relationship? 

Numerous New Zealanders, including health professionals of all levels, have been 

harmed by the Pfizer ‘vaccine’.  They are desperately trying to tell you, to get you to 

listen and hear their stories.  One of the first things we were taught at medical school 

was “Listen to the patient, the diagnosis is in the history.”  Why have you stopped 

listening?  Why won’t you hear? 

We could be heading into a dreadful catastrophe (2) if we don't show courage and 

bring an end to this madness. Our profession stands on a precipice. The so-called 

unanimity of experts won't save us; only the truth will if it doesn't destroy us first. If just 

10% of us stand up and speak out, this could all be over in a fortnight.   

Please take a dose of humility, gird your loins, admit error and prepare to fight for the 

scientific method, open debate, informed consent, the practice of ethical medicine 

and an end to coercion and lies. Please, join us. (3) 

  

https://www.voiceforscienceandsolidarity.org/videos-and-interviews/geert-vanden-boscche-covid-mass-vaccination-triggering-new-pandemics-and-epidemics
https://nzdsos.com/professional-members/
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Section 2 

We are well over a hundred doctors, supported also by medical scientists and other 

practitioners, who have worked hard at NZDSOS.com and in public to critically 

evaluate the “government science” advanced to justify its (failed) lockdowns, masks 

and forced vaccination policy. For obvious reasons our exact names and numbers 

are mostly kept private now since the Medical Council is worn out from efforts to 

persecute the ones it does know about. 

It has become obvious Comirnaty has failed as a 'vaccine'. The promise of individual 

and herd immunity has not materialised. Here’s a recent Immunology 202 (4) take 

from a WHO expert who has been proven right all the way along on emerging 

variants, likely produced by vaccination. A slightly different take on some 

aspects here (5). (Read these whilst you can; we are on the eve of much more 

aggressive censorship).  

Instead of the promised herd immunity, the fully ‘vaccinated’ and boosted are 

becoming infected and re-infected (6) at similar or even increased (7) rates 

compared to the unvaccinated.  The evidence showing Comirnaty reduces Covid-

19 severity and hospitalisations is looking like the result of categorisation errors 

(8), deliberate or otherwise. True or not, what effect do the serious adverse events 

and deaths caused by Comirnaty have on all-cause mortality and morbidity?  

So, it's not effective. How safe is it? Please read our posts on Deaths Following 

Injections (9), Sudden Adult Death Syndrome (10), Monkey Pox (here we go again?) 

(11) and open letters (12) to all relevant bodies including Medsafe, HDC, Police, 

Human Rights Commission, Ombudsman, MPs, Chief Coroner – all seeming to be 

victims of a pandemic of regulatory capture. It is now up to us. 

The CDC has acknowledged some serious adverse events (13). So have the parents 

of dead children in New Zealand. Some of us are caring for the bereaved. An 

Australian group of medical professionals has gathered a list of 1000 peer-

reviewed papers (14) questioning Covid-19 vaccine safety. All the important 

landmark papers are here in amongst many case reports. 

The more you vaccinate (15), the worse it gets.   Commentary on this very important 

study ignored by the usual talking heads is at this link (16).  Peter Doshi (17), a BMJ 

editor, and epidemiology giant Sandler Greenland prove the excess risk of AESIs 

(adverse events of special interest) is greater than the reduction in COVID-19 

hospitalisations. The package insert (18) which comes with Comirnaty states, “data 

…. are insufficient to inform vaccine-associated risks in pregnancy (19)”. It also 

states that “it has not been evaluated for the potential to cause carcinogenicity (20), 

genotoxicity, or impairment of male fertility. (21) ” We say there is now serious 

evidence for all the foregoing. 

https://www.voiceforscienceandsolidarity.org/videos-and-interviews/the-highwire-interview-the-vanden-bossche-warning
https://amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/where-did-covid-19-come-from-and?utm_source=email
https://igorchudov.substack.com/p/ba5-is-a-variant-for-boosted-people
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9J4f1OPNfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPqR6xgqUOk
https://nzdsos.com/2022/05/24/deaths-following-c-19-vaccination/
https://nzdsos.com/2022/05/24/deaths-following-c-19-vaccination/
https://nzdsos.com/2022/06/11/not-happy-with-sads-sudden-adult-death/
https://nzdsos.com/2022/07/12/monkey-pox-has-arrived-relax/
https://nzdsos.com/category/news/open-letters/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html
https://www.informedchoiceaustralia.com/post/1000-peer-reviewed-studies-questioning-covid-19-vaccine-safety
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DLlRa9rUqvW9pG1vNEsWMEydWwsmSMbe/view
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/new-big-data-study-of-145-countries
https://nakedemperor.substack.com/p/editor-of-the-british-medical-journal-6d1
https://www.fda.gov/media/151707/download
https://kanekoa.substack.com/p/covid-vaccines-and-infertility
https://etana.substack.com/p/turbo-cancer
https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/2022/06/study-confirms-experimental-covid-19-vaccines-impact-male-fertility/77993/
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The doctors group Canadian Covid Care Alliance eviscerates (22) Pfizer’s original 

randomised controlled trial (RCT) (23), labelling the ‘vaccine’ a toxic agent. It does 

cause strokes, MIs, clots, bleeding, cardiac inflammation and sudden 

death.  Dramatically excess all-cause deaths are being reported in the heaviest 

vaccinated countries. (24), (25), (26), (27), (28).  Yet, all we hear from our politicians, 

the MSM, medical professionals and 'experts' is that the vaccine is "safe and 

effective, safe and effective, get your booster", as if seeing the disaster that their 

statement is, they can do nothing but double-down on it. 

Talking of Canadian doctors, a cluster of 14 have died (29) recently, 4 in one 

hospital over 2 weeks, mostly young and healthy, in lockstep with the roll-out of the 

2nd booster. There are several NZ doctors on the Citizen's Database here (30) (along 

with 2 dead dentists, nurses, teachers, farmers); a young female GP had a stroke 

(one amongst very many) early during the rollout of first dose to health workers. Of 

course, many other mandated sectors have also suffered deaths and injuries 

following vaccination, but doctors stick out as usually health-literate with temperate 

lifestyles and tend not to drop dead at a young age; neither do children. 

A sports mad 12 year old girl has just been added to another cluster of suddenly 

dead kids in the last fortnight - two 14-year-old boys at opposite ends of the country, 

a 6-year-old girl and a 12-year-old boy. We can't recommend scientist Dr Guy 

Hatchard's work enough, and his latest on these deaths here (31) is a salient and 

reflective warning. 

Many of you are caring for the bereaved of these hundreds of younger people 

mysteriously and suddenly dead. On our professions' behalf, we have been 

collecting and sending these details to Medsafe and Police - again and again - in 

hope that proper investigations can rule the injection in or out, remembering that 

Bloomfield told us at the start that every single vaccinated person would be 

followed up. Surely, they should investigate the dead ones at least?  

Serious adverse events possibly caused by Comirnaty are too often obfuscated, 

denied, and/or brushed aside, not investigated or taken seriously by doctors and 

others. See our Truth Project (32) for some examples. The stories of Maddie De 

Garay (33) at 31.40 minutes and Brianne Dressen at 38 minutes, both in vaccine trials, 

demonstrate this.  The only safety checks on this worldwide ‘vaccine’ roll-out, with a 

few exceptions (34), are passive, laggy, voluntary reporting systems such as VAERS 

(35) and our own CARM. Scroll down to the two graphs on this page (36) and notice 

the massive spike in serious adverse events. It’s striking. Why don't we have any 

active monitoring, as Dr Petoussis Harris advised before the rollouts started?  

Here (37) an informed layman lets the FDA commission know what he thinks, in an 

impressive 3-minute take down.  A doctor (38) pours scorn on the FDA’s 

unbelievable authorisation of the mRNA vaccine for our smallest kids.   This 

evolutionary biologist's concerns (39) need to be heeded and responded to. This 20-

http://www.canadiancovidcarealliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/The-COVID-19-Inoculations-More-Harm-Than-Good-REV-Dec-16-2021.pdf
https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJMoa2110345?articleTools=true
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/fourteen-young-canadian-docs-die
http://nzdsos.com/2022/05/24/deaths-following-c-19-vaccination/
https://hatchardreport.com/the-dead-do-not-have-a-voice-but-they-are-entitled-to-justice/
https://nzdsos.com/the-truth-project/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mxqC9SiRh8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6mxqC9SiRh8
https://nzdsos.com/2022/08/02/german-government-bows-to-injection-injuries/
https://www.openvaers.com/
https://openvaers.com/covid-data
https://rumble.com/v18l13s-my-feedback-to-the-fdas-attempts-to-inject-5-and-under-for-covid-19.html
https://rumble.com/v18s66i-bombshell-dr.-clare-craig-exposes-how-pfizer-twisted-their-clinical-trial-d.html
https://www.voiceforscienceandsolidarity.org/videos-and-interviews/bret-weinstein-we-are-unlearning-the-most-important-lessons-in-history
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minute Senate (40) is a must-watch as is this one (41) which comes in three parts. Dr 

Fauci (42) talks about some vaccines having to be withdrawn because of 

unexpected harms. A jabbed tech entrepreneur points out (43) the bleeding 

obvious.  

Is it okay to ignore all of the above and attempt to inject the entire planet with a 

product that has no long-term safety data? Do you really think it is safe and 

effective for everyone, kids, infants and pregnant women?  Is it now OK to take 

Medsafe out of the loop altogether as was done for the 4th booster, by yet another 

"tweak' to the Medicines Act? This precedent now sees the monkey pox vaccine 

rushed in, at the bidding of the frankly hysterical Burnett Foundation, the newly 

repurposed Aids Foundation of old. Let’s forget thalidomide, Vioxx, DES shall we? It’s 

so safe, it’s okay to twist the truth, exaggerate benefit, minimise harm, coerce and 

force people to comply and pretend the requirements of informed consent are 

being met? It’s okay to mandate folk out of their jobs and split families and friends? 

It’s okay to deny with unspeakable cruelty those deserving of an exemption? 

What has happened to the medical profession? Have we made a Faustian pact, 

exchanging short-term status and wealth for our soul and conscience? 

Join NZDSOS’ Truth Project too 

The medical profession and nursing / allied health are also invited to disclose 

anonymously what they are seeing since the rollout of the injections, to The Truth 

Project (32). 

  

https://metatron.substack.com/p/dr-peter-mccullough-testifies-before#play
https://twitter.com/TexasLindsay/status/1542145437553102848?s=20&t=NBZkH3H0XF35zuDW9BbNZQ
https://www.bitchute.com/video/riQxadUYWurW/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/riQxadUYWurW/
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-safe-and-effective-narrative
https://nzdsos.com/the-truth-project/
https://nzdsos.com/the-truth-project/
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